Year 2: Medium Term Planning Topic Overview
Cornerstones ILP: Towers, Tunnels and Turrets
Autumn Term 1 2020-21 (Recovery Curriculum)

English

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

The Adventures of the Egg
Box Dragon by Richards

The Adventures of the Egg
Box Dragon by Richards

The Adventures of the Egg
Box Dragon by Richards

The Adventures of the Egg
Box Dragon by Richards

The Adventures of the Egg
Box Dragon by Richards

The Adventures of the Egg
Box Dragon by Richards

The Adventures of the Egg
Box Dragon by Richards

Adams
Read 1st page.
*Design own egg box
dragon – sketch and
annotate them
*make their designs.
*write instructions on how
they were made
*focus on imperative verbs
*make predictions and draw
visualisations of scenes
*re-write the next scene of
the story
Grammar: use subordinating
and co-ordinating
conjunctions
Spellings:
*The /j/ sound spelled –dge

at the end of words. This
spelling is used after the
short vowel sounds

Maths

Place Value
Counting forwards and
backwards within 20; Tens
and ones within 20;
Counting forwards and
backwards within 50; Tens
and ones within 50;
Compare numbers within 50

Adams
*double bubble diagram
*character descriptions
* poetry –read poem
‘beware’ by James Carter
*performance poetry
*write own kennings
* Freeze frames and
thought tracking

Grammar:
*expanded noun phrases for
description
*capital letters / full stops
Spellings:
*The /j/ sound spelled –ge

Place Value
Count objects to 100 and
read and write numbers in
numerals and words;
represent numbers to 100;
Tens and ones with a partwhole model;

Topic

PE – Coach

Grammar:
*past and present tenses
*capital letters / full stops

Grammar:
*formal language
*expanded noun phrases
*Commas in a list
*capital letters / full stops

Spellings:
*The /j/ sound spelled with

Spellings:

a g.

Team Building

*The /s/ sound spelled c

Adams
*magpies nest list poem
*non-chronological
report/fact files on magpies
*mind map of emotions
Grammar:
*past and present tenses
*capital letters / full stops/
exclamation marks
Spellings:
* The /n/ sound spelled kn

Adams
*finish book
*story map new adventures
for the dragon
Grammar:
*past and present tenses
*capital letters / full stops/
exclamation marks
Spellings:
*Challenge Words

Adams
* plan a short story
*write short story

Grammar:
*past and present tenses
*capital letters / full stops/
exclamation marks
Spellings:
Review of all patterns learnt
this half term

and gn at the beginning of
words.

before e, i and y.

Place Value
Tens and ones using
addition; Use a place value
chart; compare objects;
compare numbers; order
objects and numbers;
Revisit Seasonal Changes
Love to Investigate: Does it
snow in summer?
Castles
What is a castle? Different
types of castle; Castle
timeline; Castles through
the ages Castles
Identify and label the
features of a castle;
Similarities and differences
between castles Castles
Life and jobs in a medieval
castle; how was life
different to today?

Building positive
relationships with others
and managing feelings and
behaviour
(Choose from activity list)

Adams
*Design a tea party
*write an invitation to the
party (use of ICT)
*Write a formal letter as the
queen

at the end of words. This
spelling comes after all
sounds other than the
‘short vowels.’

Science

PSHE

Adams
*Role play conversation
*Write letter to dragon and
give chn a written response
from dragon
*Television interviews
*make predictions
*character descriptions

Building positive
relationships with others
and managing feelings and
behaviour
(Choose from activity list)
Team Building

Place Value
Count in 2s, 5s, 10s and 3s;
mini assessment

Addition and Subtraction
Fact families – addition and
subtraction bonds to 20;
check calculations; compare
number sentences; related
facts

Addition and Subtraction
Bonds to 100 (tens); add
and subtract 1s; 10 more
and 10 less; add and
subtract 10s; add by making
10

Addition and Subtraction
Add a 2-digit and 1-digit
number – crossing ten;
Subtraction – crossing 10;
Subtract a 1-digit number
from a 2-digit number –
crossing ten

Guy Fawkes
Who was Guy Fawkes? How
do we know?

Guy Fawkes
What happened in the
Gunpowder Plot? Why do
we light fireworks on Nov
5th?

Revisit Seasonal Changes
Love to Investigate: How
wild is the wind?

Castles
Attacking and defending a
castle
Famous castles in Britain:
locate UK countries, capital
cities and their castles

Guy Fawkes
Who was King James 1?
Explore physical features
which made castles easier
to defend
Where can I build a castle?
Draw castles on a simple
map with a key

Let’s Begin Again:
Respecting Space and Social
Distancing

Let’s Begin Again:
Experiencing Loss

Let’s Begin Again:
Rebuilding Relationships

Let’s Begin Again: A Sense
of Community

Let’s Begin Again: Reestablishing Routines

Team Building

Team Building

Team Building

Team Building

Team Building

PE - Class Teacher

RE

To follow instructions and
work with others

To develop communication
skills when working with a
partner

To co-operate and
communicate in a small
group to solve challenges

To create a plan with a
group to solve the
challenges

To communicate effectively
and develop trust

Fitness
To understand how to run
for longer periods of time
without stopping.

Fitness
To develop coordination
through hula hoop skills.

Fitness
To develop co-ordination
and timing when jumping in
a long rope.

Fitness
To develop individual
skipping.

Fitness
To take part in a circuit to
develop stamina, agility and
co-ordination.
Why did Jesus teach the
Lord’s prayer as the way to
pray?
How do Christians believe
The Lord’s Prayer helps
them with ‘What would
Jesus do?’?

Hope display

Hope display

Why did Jesus teach the
Lord’s prayer as the way to
pray?
How do we talk to our
friends? What do you need
to live?

Why do we forgive? Why do
we need forgiveness?

To work as a group to solve
problems; to discuss and
plan with a partner and
small group to solve
problems
Fitness
To explore exercises that
use your own body weight.
Why did Jesus teach the
Lord’s prayer as the way to
pray?
Why and how do Christians
believe they should praise
God?

To work with a group to
copy and create a basic
map
Fitness
To develop ‘ABC,’ agility,
balance and co-ordination.
Why did Jesus teach the
Lord’s prayer as the way to
pray?
What does The Lord’s
Prayer mean to Christians?

